Structural findings of phenylindoles as cytotoxic antimitotic agents in human breast cancer cell lines through multiple validated QSAR studies.
Antimitotic agents are potential compounds for the treatment of breast cancer. Cytotoxicity is one of the parameters required for anticancer activity. A validated comparative molecular modeling study was performed on a set of phenylindole derivatives through R-group QSAR (RQSAR), regression-based and linear discriminant analysis (LDA)-based 2D QSAR studies and kernel-based partial least square (KPLS) analyses as well as CoMSIA 3D-QSAR study. Antiproliferative activities against two breast cancer cell lines (MDA-MB-231 and MCF7) were separately used as dependent variables. The RQSAR analysis highlighted different E-state indices and pharmacophoric requirements of important substitutions. The best 2D-QSAR model is established on the basis of three machine learning tools – MLR, SVM and ANN. The 2D-QSAR models depicted importance of different structural, physicochemical and topological descriptors. While RQSAR analyses demonstrated the fingerprint requirements of various substitutions, the KPLS analyses showed these requirements for the entire molecule. The CoMSIA model further refines these interpretations and reveals how subtle variations in these structures may influence biological activities. Observations of different modeling techniques complied with each other. The current QSAR study may be used to design potential antimitotic agents. It also demonstrates the utilities of different molecular modeling tools to elucidate the SAR.